GAS-light

May 2020
Welcome to this the second edition of GAS-light, a newsletter aimed at keeping us GAS-members linked
together as a Society during lockdown.
By chance, maybe, after months of cloud we’ve recently been blessed with many consecutive clear nights –
some with really good “seeing”. I hope that many of you will have been able to creep out into the garden
and look upwards. On one particularly promising night I went out only to find my neighbour had a
“decluttering” bonfire going. The following day all he could say was “it was only smouldering”. Some
more public education required I think.
Again the articles here have all been written by GAS members. Please feel free to contribute to future
editions so we can keep this up (see footnote below 1).
Meanwhile keep safe and “clear skies”.
Nick Tanton (editor)

The Comedy Carpentry Corner

(a.k.a. How to Keep a Level Head)

by Tim Ellison
Does your telescope sit on a tripod?
If you set it up on soft ground, do the feet slowly sink into the mud? If you set it up on a
hard surface, does it skitter about and lose alignment if you so much as look at it? Do you
find adjusting the tripod legs a rather awkward business? Does the telescope follow the
stars as well as you think it should? Are GOTO requests fulfilled as accurately as you would
like? Does polar alignment involve an uncomfortable degree of contortionism? If the
answer to any of the preceding is “yes”, then please read on. There may be a solution (but
then again, there may not be…).
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Three simple rules – politeness, acknowledge all references and copyright and no politics.
Oh, and like the Spanish Inquisition, there’s a fourth - the editor’s decision is final.
Please send text as Word documents and images as .jpg or .tiff to the editor at
nick.tanton@btinternet.com
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Many authors state that it isn’t necessary to accurately level the mount when setting up a
telescope. They may be right, but I feel unsure. I have a suspicion that starting off with
things properly levelled does matter - particularly in the case of a regular equatorial mount,
such as mine. I can see that levelling on the north-south axis isn’t necessary. Any
discrepancy there will be entirely neutralised by the adjustments one makes whilst polaraligning. But I am not sure that the same applies to the east-west axis. There is nothing in
the adjustments which can be made on the mount that will properly compensate for any
levelling error in this direction. It might still be possible to perform a successful polar
alignment, but after that the mount will remain tilted over to one side. I haven’t gone
through the formal exercise in three dimensional geometry that would be required to prove
things properly one way or the other. Every time I think about doing that I seem to develop
a sore head! So I remain uncertain whether or not everything will work as it should if the
mount isn’t level.
To sidestep the issue I decided to engage in a little woodworking project, which would get
rid of the levelling problem (plus all the others mentioned at the start) for sure.
Thanks are due to Peter Haines, who provided the original inspiration. He has a tripod base
which he made out of two interlocking aluminium beams. When I saw that I thought it
looked like a rather good idea. I have developed the design a little, whilst also steering clear
of any metalwork (I don’t think I have the necessary skills for that!).
The pictures (provided that the editor has found room for them) should tell the rest of the
story.
You’ll need the following:
some chunky timber and smaller pieces of
wood/board,
some glue and screws to hold everything
together,
four large bolts, to lock the two arms
together and to allow them to be separated
for storage,
three from a set of four “adjustable plinth
feet” or “adjustable levelling feet” (normally
used for levelling up kitchen cabinets etc),
some anti-slip material - I used 50mm wide
tape, with a gritted surface,
some football boot studs &
varnish to protect the wood from the
elements (I used “Yacht Varnish”, from
Wilco –I didn’t know they were nautical
specialists!)
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Telescope set up in the garden

Tripod base detail 1

Tripod base detail 2
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In use the base has so far worked well. In combination with a decent spirit level, it is
possible to level the three tripod feet to an accuracy of about one or two arc minutes.
When doing this, don’t forget to check the calibration of your spirit level by spinning it
through 180 degrees and checking the level again with it the other way around. If it doesn’t
agree with itself when you do this, it is time to look for a new one!
Tracking and GOTO accuracy has been much improved of late. Whilst some of this may be
the result of other changes in setup procedure, I believe the tripod base has played a large
part.
And it is no longer necessary to sit on the ground to peer through the polar scope. The base
has added just enough height that a kneeling position works nicely. This wasn’t part of the
plan, but it’s a helpful consequence!
The many flat surfaces on the base allow the level to be easily re-checked during the
evening, to make sure that it is still correct. And the two alternative sets of feet allow it to
work well on both soft ground and hard surfaces.
I’m not sure the football studs are the ideal thing. In use they don’t sink into the ground as
much as I thought they might. I’m wondering whether sharp metal spikes might be a better
idea. Might try that for the Mk 2 version!
And the anti-slip tape is already wearing through where the tripod feet rest on it. I think I’m
going to need to replace it with something more durable. Any ideas/suggestions welcomed
!

Tripod base disassembled
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What’s Up for May
by John Axtell
John has kindly provided a link to the presentation slides for his Brooklands Radio “Stars
Over Surrey” presentation from 1st May 2020 which includes his “What’s Up” for May.
If you’ve not already seen it from the GAS website under the “Observing and Events” tab
you can there directly from
https://www.brooklandsradio.co.uk/starsoversurrey.html
as

https://www.brooklandsradio.co.uk/documents/Stars%20Over%20Surrey%20%20News%20and%20Whats%20Up%20202005.pdf

The picture below shows John on his first time at Brooklands Radio in February 2011 when
he went to promote one of our Public Outreach events at Newlands Corner.
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The Search for Habitable exoplanets
by Jonathan Shinn
INTRODUCTION

Reports into the discovery of new exoplanets come in very month with a lot of new
research being published. Lisa Kaltenegger, Director of the Carl Sagan Institute at Cornell
and Associate Professor in Astronomy is one of the leading authorities on habitable
exoplanets and detection of biospheres. The search for habitable plants uses Earth as a
‘Rosetta stone’, benchmarking exoplanets against ‘earth-like’ conditions. There are
possibilities of finding life in other guises to that which we are familiar, but for the moment,
as the science is still in its infancy, the search for ‘life’ and ‘habitable’ planets is very firmly
grounded in our own terrestrial experience.
Scientific advances in exoplanet detection require more powerful space telescopes,
planned over the next two decades and the development of more complex atmospheric
modelling techniques to derive synthetic spectra to analyse habitability. Dr Joanna
Barstow, an authority on atmospheric modelling of exoplanets from UCL has looked at the
different models used for atmospheric retrieval and highlighted ways in which their
accuracy can be improved.
DEFINITION OF THE HABITABLE ZONE

Recent research has focussed on identifying Exoplanets within the Habitable Zone (HZ) that
are ‘terrestrial’ or ‘rocky’ and with factors likely to be conducive to ‘life’. Many of the early
exoplanet discoveries were gas giants located close to their suns as these, by virtue of their
mass and brightness (high albedo due to clouds), were the easiest to detect using
contemporary methods. However, gas giants are not thought to be conducive to an ‘earthlike’ biosphere.
‘Life’ for the purpose of this discussion is assumed to be based on the same fundamental
characteristics as life on earth in that it requires water as a solvent and is carbon based and
can be defined as ‘self-sustaining chemical system capable of Darwinian evolution’.
The ‘HZ’ is defined as ‘a planet’s ability to maintain liquid water on its surface’, measured as
the distance from the system’s star where this condition persists. This condition is affected
by a number of factors, which being dynamic in nature will affect a planet’s habitability
over time. The location of the HZ depends on the characteristics of the host star and
planetary factors.
In terms of habitable exoplanet research, the HZ is described as ‘that region around a star
where an orbiting planet has the highest probability of being detectably habitable, for
remote-sensing studies’. This acknowledges that in the near future, it is unlikely that probes
will be able to reach and physically examine exoplanets.
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Exoplanets capable of supporting oceans within the HZ are being prioritised for further
investigation. These are classified according to three observable characteristics. Firstly, the
planet’s size or mass, secondly the type of host star and thirdly distance from the star. The
benevolence of the host star is assessed in terms of stability of solar output, so it does not
irradiate the planet. Stellar irradiance is the dominant factor in planetary formation
processes within the HZ irrespective of spectral type. Irradiance is dependent on the age of
the star and position on the main sequence. In addition, planetary factors affect
habitability, principally the presence of an atmosphere conducive to surface water
retention and shielded from cataclysmic events by atmosphere or giant planets deflecting
potentially life destroying bodies.
Planetary systems have been detected around most ‘M’ class stars. Exoplanets are easier to
detect against this stellar class as transit depth and mass are lower. The HZ lies closer to M
class stars due to their lower flux. The geometric transit probability and SNR are both higher
for transit surveys. This makes M-class stars favourable for follow up observations and
characterisation of their atmospheres.

HABITABILITY REQUIREMENTS
The two key factors determining habitability are stellar irradiance and atmospheric
composition. This assumes that the planet’s oceanic and dynamics within the General
Circulation Model create effective heat distribution around the planet’s surface. A planet’s
atmospheric composition depends on the sources and sinks of the atmospheric gases and
photochemical reactions. These in turn depend on the crustal composition, presence of
oceans, geochemical cycles, activity and if biota are present, their cycles. Geochemical
cycles are dependent on chemical compositions and terrestrial environment. Based on
earth processes, the carbon-silicate cycle dominates the long term climate. On arid planets
the sulfoxyclic acid (SO2) may dominate leading to a completely different atmospheric
composition for outgassing, crust material and stellar irradiance.
A planet is heated by absorption of stellar radiation from its host star and possibly internal
heating (vulcanism or tidal forces). Cooling is through emission of thermal infrared
radiation. To understand the equilibrium temperature, the system can be modelled as a
blackbody using the energy balance equation which takes into account stellar irradiance
and planetary albedo. This does not tell the whole story as the atmosphere will modify the
surface temperature if a greenhouse gas cycle is present. On earth, the two primary
greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapour (H2O). The density of the
atmosphere depends on its chemical composition and varies as illustrated by the solar
system’s terrestrial planets. To understand habitability in other systems, detection and
characterisation of the planet’s atmosphere is required to determine surface temperature
and pressure. The earth’s reflective cloud systems are largely responsible for the planetary
albedo.
Climate feedback loops can be positive, thereby increasing the impacts of warming or
cooling due to temperature change, or negative having a stabilising effect. On earth, in a
cooling climate, the level of atmospheric water vapour will decrease leading to a reduced
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greenhouse effect and further cooling. A warming climate will allow an increase in water
vapour causing further warming due to the greenhouse effect. Increasing temperatures will
cause a reduction in snow and ice cover thereby reducing the planet’s albedo. Over longer
time periods carbon dioxide creates a negative climate feedback loop tending to stabilise
temperatures and hence increase the planet’s habitability. The calcium silicate cycle also
stabilises the long-term climate as the products of silicate weathering are transferred to the
oceans by organic life (fixing carbon for bodily structures) and removed from the climatic
circulation system.

DETECTION OF BIOSIGNATURES
The detection of biosignatures around Exoplanets is grounded on our understanding of
earth’s biological processes. Habitability implies that an exoplanet must have a standing
body of water allowing biological processes to modify the atmosphere creating a detectable
biosignature. It is possible that life could be supported below ice or on exomoons, detection
though remote sensing, principally analysis of spectra is unlikely to be sensitive enough to
detect a biosphere in these cases.
Biosignatures can be grouped into three categories shown in the table and illustrations
below. ‘Gaseous biosignatures are direct or indirect products of metabolism, surface
biosignatures are spectral features imparted on radiation reflected or scattered by
organisms, and temporal biosignatures are modulations in measurable quantities that can
be linked to the actions and time-dependent patterns of a biosphere’.

Summary of gaseous, surface, and temporal biosignatures (Schwieterman et al. 2018)
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Gaseous Biosignatures
Gaseous biosignatures
are direct or indirect
products of biological
processes. One example
is molecular O2
generated as a byproduct of
photosynthesis that is
then photo-chemically
processed into O3 in the
stratosphere.

Surface Biosignatures
Surface biosignatures are
the spectral signatures
imparted by reflected
light that interacts
directly with living
material. One example is
the well-known
Vegetation Red Edge
(VRE) produced by plants
and the associated
Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index
(NDVI) used for mapping
surface vegetation on
Earth.

Temporal Biosignatures
Time-dependent changes
in observable quantities,
including gas
concentrations or surface
albedo features, may
represent a temporal biosignature if they can be
linked to the response of
a biosphere to a seasonal
or diurnal change. An
example is the seasonal
oscillation of CO2 as a
response to the seasonal
growth and decay of
vegetation.

Biosignatures (Schweiterman et al. 2018)

ENABLING SCIENTIFIC ADVANCEMENTS
The long awaited launch of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) in 2021 will gather
higher quality data for atmospheric characterisation through transmission spectroscopy.
Accurate spectra will be obtainable with greater signal-to-noise ratio, spectral resolution,
and wavelength coverage than currently possible with our older orbiting telescopes.
Spectral models used to generate synthetic exoplanet spectra are required to provide a
biosphere ‘fingerprint’ against which spectra can be compared. Complex models have been
developed to generate synthetic spectra and can be divided into 1D radiative-convective
and 3D general circulation models. Significant variations exist in the retrieval results from
1D models arising from identical data sets, due to differences in the opacity sources and
assumptions made in modelling.
Modelling generates outputs of atmospheric compositions of the main gases H2O, CO2, CO,
CH4 and NH3. The challenge with the models used for modelling exoplanet atmospheres is
that they are very sensitive to the inputs and assumptions made in the modelling
algorithms. Discrepancies arise between different forward retrieval models due to
assumptions in volume mixing ratios of atmospheric gases. Transmission spectra are
sensitive to the altitude and pressure at the assumed height where the atmosphere
becomes optically dense. However, understanding how the algorithms used in different
models are applied, principally assumptions on gravitational acceleration, precision of the
gravitational constant and the atomic mass unit affecting the calculation of the scale height
more consistent outputs can be achieved. Increasing the sophistication of the modelling
using simple clouds and different combinations of spectrally active gases complicates the
models further, despite the fact that they are still simplified models of highly complex
atmospheric phenomena. Current data retrieved contains systematic errors resulting from
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instrument calibration and lower SNR than ideal. As modelling tools become more
sophisticated and better able to model more complex planetary general models of
circulation, outputs will become more accurate and repeatable.
Beyond JWST, NASA is planning the Habitable Exoplanet (HaBex) mission in the 2030’s. The
mission goal is to ‘search for HZ Earth-like planets around sun-like (F, G, and K-type) stars
using direct imaging techniques and then spectrally characterise promising candidates for
signs of habitability and life’. The 4m aperture space instrument will be parked in an L2
orbit and will have four principle instruments, a Coronagraph, Starshade, Workhorse
camera and UV Spectrograph as shown in Error! Reference source not found. below. The
mission is intended to deliver high quality data and has a calculated probability of 98.6% of
finding at least one earth-like planet in the HZ.

Proposed HabEx instrumentation (NASA 2019)

CONCLUSION
The last decade has seen a significant number of exoplanets discovered. Data from current
missions including Kepler and K2 missions suffer from low SNR and systematic errors.
Planned future missions including JWIST in 2021 and HabEx in the 2030s, using high
precision instrumentation to image in the Ultraviolet and Infrared will gather high quality
data for habitable exoplanet detection.
Generation of synthetic spectra from complex models will be used to evaluate exoplanet
spectra. Habitable exoplanet signatures are based on the earth’s biological, chemical and
geological processes. The model inputs and algorithms need to be calibrated to generate
consistent outputs. Over the next decade, significant advances are anticipated as new,
accurate data becomes available from space telescopes and interpretation techniques
based on complex models become more sophisticated.
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GAS Crossword 1
ABOUT CONSTELLATIONS
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Across
4. The wife of King Cepheus
8. Intelligent aquatic mammal
9. Not so little Brown, Black or White (4,5)
11. One of the Anatidae family
12. Random access memory
13. Hanging in the Balance
17. King of the Jungle
18. Sam the ultra-patriotic Bald Muppet
20. Roman mythological hero played by Dwayne Johnson
21. The Archer might not just be on BBC Radio 4
22. Watch out for the sting in this tail
24. This Herdsman might wear these
25. Leon is not of legal age (3,5)

Compiled by Gordon Joy

Down
1. Mans no lesser best friend (5,5)
2. Celestial navigation instruments
3. 5th Dimension waiting for the Sunshine to be let in
5. Which maiden was chained to a rock ?
6. A firebreather of myths and legends
7. Royal Head Piece seen in the North (6,8)
10. Anagram "Autum Girl"
14. Nearly the Littlest Constellation
15. You might be looking at a mirror
16. H2o Reptile
19. A Plucky Instrument
23. Eighth of a Circle

[answers next month]
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Away with the Pixies (or Astro Imaging – A Journey into PixInsight)
by Martin Baker
For a week at the beginning of April Colin McGill gave up his afternoons to show a group of us
how to process images with the PixInsight (PI) software package.
PI has a free fully functional trial period of forty-five days, so signing up wasn’t a problem.
After that they want yer money!
So, the group, comprising Nick Tanton, Max Dobres, Gordon Joy, Jonathan Shinn, Tim Ellison &
myself distantly (and socially) assembled for the class to be held using MS Teams via the
internet. Once we were all online (that was the easy bit) we got going.
Now, you may have heard of PixInsight and the comments about it. “Oh, it’s very good”,
“amazing results, but it’s got a very steep learning curve “. Well it’s got a very steep learning
curve! But we were lead gently & very patiently through its layout & some of its functionality,
to assembled cries of: “What !”, “Whoa there, where did that come from”, “What button”, “Why are we
doing that?”, “That’s not on my screen!” …
There were new terms to learn: ScreenTransferFunction – heard of that, but …
HDRMultiTransform – What the … ?
De-Convolution – Ok …?
Masks – Oh yeah, heard of them.
DynamicBackgroundExtraction – Sounds fun !
PI is process based, so each one within its wide list of menus has a specific purpose. Just
learning where it may be located, is erm, interesting.
Colin supplied some of his own lovely M81 data for us to work with. If M81’s photons had
realised eleven million years ago when they set off, that they would be marmalised by us in
PixInsight they would have turned straight round & gone back home again.
Actually, at the end of the week, I think we all had some quite credible results thanks to
Colin’s efforts.
PI is vast & very capable of pre & post processing images. Its functions have many tweakable
settings, but the defaults work too.
Looking online you will find many YouTube videos & tutorials along with books written on the
subject.
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Yes, PI is very different if you’re coming from Photoshop or similar layer-based tools. Throw
that thought away & start with a fresh view of things. Like all software you have to put the
practice in to start finding out how it really works.
I must say it was a very interesting & enjoyable week of classes.
Thank you so much for your time Colin.
My trial licence ends in a couple of weeks. Will I pay for a licence & continue using it ?
It’s a couple of hundred quid *, I’m not sure yet … probably!
Some links
https://pixinsight.com/download/
https://www.lightvortexastronomy.com/tutorials.html
Videos of the sessions are accessible at http://astronomy.fortherapy.co.uk/
(* It is a once-off payment (ed.).)

GAS and Social Media
Facebook (as also other “social media”) is understandably not everyone’s cup-of-tea but GAS
does have a presence on Facebook so if you are an FB user check us out.
Monthly editions of GAS Light will now also be available on the GAS website

Other Astronomical Societies
There are many other Astronomical Societies in the UK who are as passionate about
astronomy and space as we are.
Cardiff Astronomical Society is one such … it has rather more members than GAS and so can
manage to have more meetings a year than we would normally do.
Check out their website https:// www.cardiff-astronomical-society.co.uk
(and their Facebook Pages).
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Feedback
As you will appreciate this newsletter is an experiment. It will increasingly rely on input from
you (i.e. GAS members – and as many as possible). This will help to ensure that the content
covers as wide a range of astronomical topics as possible and thus reflect the interests of you
all.
Don’t be shy – a paragraph or two will always be gratefully welcomed and it doesn’t have to
be polished prose.
If there’s enough content I might try to publish the next edition at the beginning of June – for
that a deadline of Saturday 30th May will help me a lot.
I would appreciate your candid feedback, your suggestions and, especially, your contributions.

Nick Tanton - editor (and President of GAS)
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